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St Brice’s Day, AD 1002

Discovering identities
Bones can contain significant information on a range of
subjects: age, sex and height are all fairly obvious, but also
disease, injuries and various alterations affecting these men’s
skeletons. The remains are very well preserved, so these details
could be clearly described and analysed.

They were what they ate
Further scientific tests were required. The Oxford University Research
Laboratory for Archaeology and the History of Art undertook isotopic
analyses on 13 of the skeletons. This can be used to provide information
both on diet and give clues to where the men were from, or at least where
they grew up. The results showed a high marine component to the men’s
diet which was unexpected if they belonged to a population which had
been born and bred in the environs of land-locked Oxford. The marine diet
provided unexpected help in solving the dating puzzle too. In summary,
eating lots of fish gives you an odd radiocarbon profile that makes your
skeleton seem up to two centuries older than you are (it doesn’t show while
you are alive!). The skeletons with the earliest dates could therefore be
reconciled with the later dates, and a bracket of AD 998–1019 would
therefore fit for all our men. Our population had a collective isotopic
signature that made them collectively distinctive from other Saxon burials
and more in keeping with those living in coastal regions, such as, for
example, the sea-faring Vikings.

Results from oxygen isotope tests concluded that the men came mostly
from an area of north-western Europe which includes both Denmark and
southern England, but, perhaps of some significance, not from Ireland,
which was a well-established Viking stronghold by AD1000. But some of
the men did not conform to this pattern. One almost certainly originated
from central or eastern Europe, a zone that includes eastern Denmark.
Two others (and maybe a third) appear to originate from a warmer climate,
such as might prevail around the Mediterranean.

Age and sex
The skeletons of a minimum of 35 people are present in this grave. Gender
is hard to assess for juveniles and impossible for children, but all the adults
here are male, determinations made based primarily on the shapes of the
skull and pelvis and supported by the overall large size and robustness of
the skeletal elements and rugged muscle attachments.

Their ages range between 12-14 years to a maximum of 45 years old when
they died (see chart). Several skeletons were still in the process of
developing, which identified two as aged 12-14 years, and the majority of
men were late adolescents and young adults (16-25 years). None were
older than 46 years, and it is possible that none had even reached 40.

Stature
Heights calculated ranged from 168cm (5’6”) to 184cm (6’0”), with an
average height of 176cm (5’9”). The average height of men in Saxon
Britain was 172cm (5’8”), making the Oxford individuals 4cm
(approximately 1½”) taller, on average.

In summary, analysis of the skeletons indicates these men were strong
and robust, and slightly taller on average for the time period. They were
young, of fighting age. For a better understanding of the lifestyles and
living conditions of these individuals, examinations of abnormalities
(pathology) and injuries (perimortem trauma) were also investigated.
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Left: Graph showing
total number of
individuals in each age
category (n=35)

Left: The isotope
results for the Oxford
skeletons (blue stars)
compared to others
from sites of a similar
period. Those in the
top right corner have
a greater marine
component to their
diet than those in the
bottom left. NB: Birka
is in Sweden, Newark
in Shetland and
Caistor is on the
coast of Norfolk.
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Above left: Chart showing the
oxygen isotope levels for a sample
of the Oxford skeletons. People with
a higher value (e.g. -4) have come
from the Mediterranean while lower
values point to north-western
Europe.

Left: Map plotting the changes in
oxygen isotope values. Generally
the further north and east, the lower
the value.


